Motivation: Advances in experimental and imaging techniques have allowed for unprecedented insights into the dynamical processes within individual cells. However, many facets of intracellular dynamics remain hidden, or can be measured only indirectly. This makes it challenging to reconstruct the regulatory networks that govern the biochemical processes underlying various cell functions. Current estimation techniques for inferring reaction rates frequently rely on marginalization over unobserved processes and states. Even in simple systems this approach can be computationally challenging, and can lead to large uncertainties and lack of robustness in parameter estimates. Therefore we will require alternative approaches to efficiently uncover the interactions in complex biochemical networks.
of hierarchical networks inference methods that can be used to characterize biochemical processes across 48 cellular populations. 49 2 Methods 50 2.1 Derivation of the likelihood function 51 Following [6] we consider a chemical reaction network consisting of u species, Y 1 , . . . , Y u , and v reactions, 53 the p kj and q kj are the stoichiometric coefficients. Reaction R k is equipped with rate constant θ k and 54 reaction propensity h k (y, θ k ), where y(t) = (y 1 (t), y 2 (t), . . . , y u (t)) represents the number of molecules of 55 each chemical species at time t. We also define h 0 (y, θ) = v k=1 h k (y, θ k ), where θ = (θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ v ).
First assume that we fully observe the state of the chemical reaction network for all t ∈ [0, T ]. Let r ki denote the number of reactions of type k that occur over the time interval (i, i + 1], and let n i = v k=1 r ki .
58
For 1 j n i , denote the j th reaction that occurs within (i, i + 1] using the pair (t ij , k ij ), where reaction 59 R k ij occurs at time t ij . 60 Suppose that at least one reaction R k * , once initiated, requires a random time to complete. If the 61 reaction begins at time t initial , then the time t final at which the reaction changes the state of the system is 62 a random variable. We call t final − t initial the (random) delay associated with reaction R k * . For instance, 63 production of a given protein starts with the initiation of transcription, but the number of mature proteins 64 in the system changes only after transcription, translation, and post-translational steps result in a fully 65 functional protein.
66
Let η k be the measure supported on [0, ∞) that describes the delay distribution associated with reaction 67 R k . We assume, for the sake of simplicity, that these distributions do not depend on time or the state 68 of the system, and that each η k depends on a vector of parameters ∆ k = (∆ k1 , ∆ k2 , . . . , ∆ kl k ). [33] have 69 proven the existence of reaction completion propensities defined by
where y denotes the trajectory of the chemical reaction network from time 0 to time T . These propensities define the effective rates of reactions at time t, and allow us to write the likelihood of the parameters for an observed sequence of completed reactions in a form analogous to the case without delays [6] . Integrating the completion propensities in time, define
where ∆ = {∆ kl } is the collection of parameters that define all of the delay measures, η k . If the state, y(t),
71
of the chemical reaction network is known for all t ∈ [0, T ], then the likelihood function for the set of delay 72 parameters ∆ and the vector of rate constants θ is given by
where 0 i T − 1, and ∆ k denotes the vector of parameters that define the measure η k as before. Note 88 that we do not discretize the delay distributions. Our formula forf k is valid whenever the delay measure 89 η k is defined by a probability density function. For reactions that do not involve delay (that is, when η k is 90 a Dirac-delta measure at zero), our formula forf k reduces tof k (i, y d , θ k ) = h k (y(i),θ k )+h k (y(i+1),θ k ) 2 .
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Using thef k the likelihood in Eq. (2) can be approximated by [31] :
whereΛ 
Here π(θ) and π(∆) are priors over the rate and delay parameters, respectively. The prior π(∆) can be 103 chosen depending on the delay distributions. We used gamma distributions for π(θ) because the support 104 of each θ k is positive. Moreover, for mass action kinetics the propensity function is separable, so that
, and hence the gamma distribution defines a conjugate prior [37] .
106
Samples from the posterior distribution given by Eq. (4) can be generated given complete trajectories of 107 all species (i.e. (t ij , k ij )) using Gibbs sampling [15, 38] . In order to sample θ and ∆ from their conditional 108 posterior distributions, we use the Metroplis-Hastings algorithm [39] . However, sampling θ and ∆ from 109 their conditional posterior distributions requires knowledge of the number of reactions, r ki . Crucially, the 110 discrete-time measurements y(i), i = 0, 1, . . . , T , do not uniquely determine the number of reactions between 111 observations. We thus need to sample r ki during each step of Gibbs sampling. To do so, we use the block 112 updating method described by [6] to sample the number of occurrences of each reaction type during each 113 time interval (i, i + 1] given the observed system states y(i) and y(i + 1), using the Metropolis-Hastings 114 algorithm with a random walk. For the proposal distributions of the number of reactions, we use the 115 Skellam distribution [6, 40] . Since we formulate the posterior in Eq. (4) using an approximate likelihood 116 that reflects a τ -leaping approach, we do not consider the specific times at which reactions occur during 117 each time interval (i, i + 1], but only their total number (see Supplementary Methods for details).
118
The following algorithm can then be used to generate samples from the approximate posterior distribution 119 given by Eq. (4).
propensity function h k (y(t), θ k ), then sample θ k from the gamma posterior distribution. Otherwise, forms an incoherent feedforward loop and thus generates a single pulse of YFP [41] . Specifically, during the 150 decreasing phase after reaching the peak of the pulse, total YFP signals from a mother cell before a cell 151 division and from two daughter cells after the cell division were measured. 152 3 Results
153
3.1 Delay is estimated accurately and precisely with sufficient data 154 We first tested whether our algorithm can be used to identify the mean, µ τ , and variance, σ 2 τ , of the delay 155 distribution, as well as the reaction rates of a delayed, stochastic birth-death process:
In the generative model, we used gamma distributed delay in the birth reactions, assuming that creation 157 of protein is the result of a chain of exponentially distributed monomolecular reaction steps [19, 20] , 158 approximable by a gamma distribution [21, 35, 36] . We generated 500 sample trajectories from the model 159 given by Eq. (5) using the delayed Gillespie algorithm [31] , and subsampled each trajectory by recording the molecular count at evenly spaced intervals ( Fig. 1a) . from such measurements can be noisy [1, [44] [45] [46] . 194 We next asked how such errors in the estimates of absolute protein numbers affect delay distribution 195 inference. To address this question we scaled the sample trajectories in Fig. 1a to mimic a two-fold 196 error in the estimate of the proportionality constant used to convert fluorescence to molecular counts.
197
Such scaling changes the mean and the variance of the signal differently ( Fig. 3a) distorting the level of 198 intrinsic fluctuation, as measured by the coefficient of variation. In turn, a mis-scaling can lead to biases 199 in estimation of all parameters including the mean, µ τ , and variance, σ 2 τ , of the delay (Fig. 3b ). Thus Fig. 1a , scaled by 0.5, 1, and 2. The average and variance of the scaled trajectories were scaled by different amounts (blue and green). (b) Using scaled trajectories to estimate delays leads to large biases. Here, we show box plots based of 100 posterior means, each estimated using 40 subsampled trajectories. (c) When the dilution rate, B, is known, the delay distribution can be accurately and precisely estimated even with incorrectly scaled data.
Furthermore, we found that having access to a separate estimate of the dilution rate, B, can resolve 209 unidentifiability issue when only partial data is available. For instance, as their number increases, cells in 210 microfluidic traps can become crowded and their growth can slow as a result [49, 50] . To ensure measurements 211 under minimal strains on the cells, sometimes we use only the initial fluorescence measurements before 212 crowding can impact gene expression (e.g. the first 25 min in Fig. 1a ). The initial part of the fluorescence with its total area (d, e), and with the estimated scaling factor γ (g). (j-m) Using our inference algorithm with these trajectories, and fixing the dilution rate at the estimated value, B = 0.015, we obtained 10 4 posterior samples for the remaining parameters (j and l). Due to the higher molecular numbers in (h) than (i), the estimated birth rate, A, and delay variance, σ 2 τ , were higher and lower, respectively, in (j) than (l): 35.4 ± 0.4 and 23.1 ± 0.5, and 7.4 ± 0.7 and 13.4 ± 1.4. However, the estimated mean delay time, µ τ , was similar in the two cases: 6.6 ± 0.1 min (j) and 7.5 ± 0.2 min (l). Estimation of the delay mean and variance was robust to the two-fold change in γ (j and l) and B (k and m).
Conclusion

271
We have introduced a principled approach to extending Bayesian inference techniques that allows for 272 parameter estimation in biochemical reaction networks with delays. We have shown that the method can 273 be used to estimate both reaction rates and delay distribution parameters from experimentally-obtainable 274 observation of gene regulatory networks. Although the method has some limitations, we have shown that 275 they can be addressed by proper experimental design. 276 We considered a simple birth-death process with a small number of parameters in order to understand 277 the advantages and limitations of the proposed method. Nevertheless, our approach is scalable: The 278 derivation of the likelihood function for the different parameters, and the experimental design principles 279 we discussed can be extended to systems with many biochemical species, multiple delays, and complex 280 dynamics. Examples include networks of interacting birth-death processes with nonlinear delayed protein 281 synthesis, and systems that oscillate due to delayed negative feedback loops [28, 41] . Importantly, replacing 282 unobserved or uninteresting reaction pathways with time delays in large biochemical reaction networks can 283 significantly reduce the number of model parameters. We thus expect that an equivalent algorithm to the 284 one we presented can then be used to infer rates and characterize delays in the resulting reduced networks.
285
The identifiability of time delay in more complex models is a challenge that we will address in future work.
286
When molecular counts are sufficiently high, chemical master equations can be approximated by 287 analytically tractable reductions such as delay stochastic differential equation (SDEs), and linear noise 288 approximations (LNAs) [31, 34, 53, 54] . Previous work has leveraged these approximations for Bayesian 289 parameter inference. Specifically, [35] have developed a Bayesian algorithm using SDE models containing 290 distributed delay, with particular emphasis on oscillations generated by delayed negative feedback loops [55] . 291 Recently, a filtering approach based on LNAs has been developed to infer distributed delays [36] . An 292 interesting avenue for future research is to develop hybrid models, and combine our method with previous 293 SDE or LNA approaches to gain both in computational speed and accuracy.
294
While delay distributions were difficult to infer from a single trajectory, a relatively small number 295 of trajectories allowed for efficient inference of all parameters. An important caveat is that when we 296 used multiple cell trajectories for inference, we assumed that all recorded cells were identical. Thus, our 297 algorithm at present does not take into account cell-to-cell variability in YFP expression due to differences in growth rates, plasmid copy numbers, asymmetric partition of proteins at division, and other factors.
